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Abstract. Due to advances in natural language understanding, chat-
bots have become popular for assisting users in various tasks, for exam-
ple, searching. Chatbots allow natural-language queries, which can be
useful in case of complex information needs, and they provide a higher
level of interactivity by displaying information in a dialog-like format.
However, chatbots are often only used as auxiliaries for a graphical
search user interface (SUI). Thus, they must be engaging and usable
so that users both want to and are able to use them. In this study, we
conduct a controlled interactive information retrieval experiment follow-
ing a within-subject design to compare a chatbot to a graphical SUI
in terms of engagement and usability. Our findings point towards the
need for flawless usability in order for conversational search interfaces
to (1) be able to provide additional value in information retrieval tasks
and (2) elicit a higher level of engagement compared to their SUI-based
counterparts.

Keywords: Conversational search · search user interface · usability ·
user engagement · chatbot

1 Introduction

Conversational interfaces are becoming increasingly popular due to the advance-
ment in natural language understanding technology. They enable human-computer
interaction via natural speech or text instead of using buttons and menus and
allow for a more human-like dialog with a system. Text-based conversational
interfaces, so-called chatbots, have been around for quite some time, but they
gained commercial interest only recently, due to digital communication becom-
ing a standard [7]. The number of customer service chatbots is increasing as
businesses explore the possibilities of conversational commerce to interact with
and provide support for customers [6,11,40]. Mobile health solutions are starting
to utilize conversational agents to promote health or facilitate recovery [8,13,23].
Chatbots also find their way into the field of education, where they inform uni-
versity students about school facilities or act as teaching agents to supplement



classroom learning [12,26]. Regardless of the field of application, conversational
agents are seen as a useful tool to facilitate user engagement — they can moti-
vate increased usage of an application, enrich business-to-consumer interactions,
or simply serve as “wow factor” for marketing purposes. One specific use case
of chatbots is assisting with searching and retrieval of web content — a con-
cept denoted as conversational search [25]. Instead of examining a lengthy FAQ
page, a user can simply submit their question to a chatbot, which queries the
database and returns a relevant answer [18]. Or, a library chatbot can help in
promptly retrieving reading material based on the user’s preferences [1,37]. If the
natural language understanding framework is robust enough, users can submit
even complex search queries, which can be useful in cases where the information
need is difficult to formulate – e.g. in the case of non-targeted searching, where
exploration of the collection is the main activity [35].

A chatbot is often used as an auxiliary to a website search interface, and
not as a standalone search system. If the chatbot is not engaging enough, the
initial interest can quickly fade, and users will return to using the website search.
Chatbots can increase user engagement by enhancing interactivity, that is, by
delivering information in a human dialog-like manner [30]. It is, however, uncer-
tain whether a higher level of interactivity is enough for users to prefer using
the chatbot if there is an alternative. Besides, implementing search functional-
ities to a conversational interface is not a straightforward process and, even if
it’s successful, users may have trouble transitioning from a traditional graphical
search user interface to a conversational interface [38]. This is due to the inher-
ently complex nature of search behaviors, which generally do not adhere to a
simple query-answer model, but are rather characterized by constantly evolving
information needs [2]. A search chatbot, therefore, should satisfy both the need
for enhancing user engagement and serve as a user-friendly supplement (or even
substitute) to a graphical SUI. If the chatbot has poor usability, people may not
be able to use it. If the chatbot does not motivate engagement, people may not
want to use it.

This study aims to compare the conversational search user interface (chatbot)
of a medical resource center database, with its graphical search user interface
in terms of user engagement and usability. The platform represents an ideal
object of investigation as both the chatbot and the website-based SUI taps into
the same database of psychiatry and neurology-related resources. Currently, the
main users of this platform are mostly healthcare experts, but the providers’ aim
is to make the collection more accessible to the broader public. The chatbot was
considered as an experimental tool to draw in more users by enhancing content
interactivity and, subsequently, user engagement. We formulated the following
research question:

How does a conversational search interface compare to a graphical search user
interface in terms of user engagement and usability?

To investigate this question we conducted a controlled interactive information
retrieval experiment (IIR). In this experiment it is hypothesized that the chatbot



will achieve its goal, i.e. it will successfully enhance user engagement. Therefore,
we formulated the following hypothesis:

H1: The usage of the chatbot for searching has a positive effect on user en-
gagement.

User engagement is measured using the User Engagement Scale (UES), a de-
facto standard in the field of IIR [21]. While the main focus of the study will be to
compare the overall engagement of users across the two interfaces, one aspect of
user engagement will be discussed in greater detail: system usability. This is done
by (1) collecting quantitative measures on time on task, task success and overall
preference and (2) conducting a thematic analysis on the qualitative data shared
by the participants during the experiment and in a post-study questionnaire.

To sum up, the contributions of our work are as follows:

– We present one of few studies that compare a conversational chatbot inter-
face to a graphical SUI.

– We present a detailed analysis of how user engagement and usability issues
are related.

– We reveal usability issues of the chatbot, link these issues to design patterns
and give recommendations for generic chatbot design.

Before we present our experimental design, section 2 reviews relevant related
work.

2 Related Work

Conversational search is still a novel branch of IR and HCI, but it is becoming
more popular due to the increased acceptance of voice-based intelligent personal
assistants (IPA) by the general public [24]. However, as mentioned before, users
may have difficulty adapting to conversational search [27], since the majority of
search interfaces are based on a graphical user interface. Graphical SUIs set the
standards for digital information search, and the majority of IR system design
principles are based on graphical representation – e.g. faceted search [34] or
SERP control features like sorting, filtering or grouping [39].

While interaction with voice-based interfaces has received much attention
[27,24,33], chatbot interaction has been less well studied. Most importantly, there
is a lack of studies that compares classic SUI-based information access to dialog-
based chatbot interaction. Literature about this field is scarce, and most com-
parative studies do not focus specifically on search systems. For example, Ischen
et al. compared a website, a human-like chatbot, and a machine-like chatbot
and studied the effects of the interface on anthropomorphism and privacy con-
cerns via questionnaires [15]. One of their findings was that the website evoked
more privacy concerns in users than the machine-like chatbot, which lead to less
information disclosure (interestingly, no such difference was found between the
human-like chatbot and the website). Celino and Re Calegari [5] investigated
whether administering surveys via a conversational interface is a reliable and
user-friendly method for data gathering. They tested a website-based survey, a



chatbot with informally formulated questions, and one with formally formulated
questions via A/B testing and collected preference data via questionnaires. They
found out that users have a preference towards the chatbot-administered survey,
and that a chatbot-based method is at least as reliable in terms of inter-rater
reliability as the website-based one. The work by Sundar et al. [30] is the only
study of this type that focused on an interface that is used for searching. They
compared several types of interfaces for a movie search website with varying lev-
els of message interactivity, which they manipulated by adding/removing search
history functionalities and a chatbot for assisting users in their browsing. They
found that providing interaction history and the possibility of chatting with a
live agent significantly increased perceived contingency, and subsequently, in-
teractivity, which affected user engagement positively. Apart from the latter,
no literature was found that compares the performance of conversational and
graphical search user interfaces – therefore, the focus will be on conversational
search interfaces in general.

Vtyurina et al. explored users’ preferences towards conversational search in-
terfaces of various sentience [36]. Participants completed exploratory search tasks
with three types of chatbots: a commercial chatbot, a human expert (where par-
ticipants knew they interacted with a human), and a “wizard” where the chatbot
was covertly operated by a human but participants thought they interact with
a machine. They found that most users preferred the human or “wizard” chat-
bots as both were able to interpret half-sentences, whereas the machine strug-
gled with reference resolution, which also negatively affected participants’ search
task performance. Dubiel et al. found similar differences in task performance and
user satisfaction in a Wizard-Of-Oz-style study. They explore two hypothetical
spoken dialog systems: a standard voice bot using a slot-filling algorithm and
an intelligent “conversational search agent” with a memory component for han-
dling contextuality [9]. Participants were significantly more successful with their
tasks when they used the agent with a memory component, and they found it
less taxing and displayed a more positive sentiment towards it compared to the
slot-filling agent. This points towards the users’ need for more human-like con-
versations where chatbots have contextual awareness – preferably without asking
too many questions for confirmation [9]. However, user expectations about the
capabilities of conversational interfaces are usually met with disappointment.
Luger and Sellen conducted a qualitative study using interviews and thematic
network analysis to explore the mental models that users have about their voice
assistants [19]. They found a “deep gulf of evaluation”: users reported their con-
fusion about the capabilities of the voice systems, as their expectations were not
met. The in-built playful responses (e.g. the capability of telling jokes) also set
unrealistic expectations about the sophistication of the system, and after con-
tinued disappointment, users became reluctant to use their voice assistants for
complex tasks.

Seeing that the discipline of conversational search still lacks profound re-
search, Thomas et al. collected a rich dataset of search-oriented conversations
called MISC (Microsoft Information-Seeking Conversation data) [32]. The par-



Fig. 1. Experimental Setup: the measurement tools used and the type of data collected

ticipants of the conversations consisted of a searcher, who was given a search
task, and an intermediary who had access to the internet and was tasked to
follow the searcher’s directions and provide feedback only via voice. These con-
versation recordings are created to help to establish requirements for an optimal
conversational search system and demonstrate users’ desires for an aligned dis-
course with conversational interfaces. Alignment means that the user and the
system can match each other’s style of communication in terms of involvement
(chit-chattiness, verbosity, enthusiasm) or considerateness (more listening, hesi-
tance, independence). If alignment succeeds, then task execution becomes more
efficient [31].

3 Experimental Design & Experiments

We conducted a controlled IIR experiment to investigate whether the type of
interface used for searching, the independent variable, influences user engage-
ment, the dependent variable. Figure 1 visualizes the experimental setup and
shows how and what kind of data got collected during the study. For partic-
ipants to be able to compare the two systems, we followed a within-subjects
design. The two interfaces were compared through a series of tasks that the
participant had to complete with the interfaces.

Object of Investigation and Stimuli Our object of investigation is the med-
ical resource center website Progress in Mind. Progress in Mind is an online,
open-access database, where articles and videos about current scientific trends,
international news, and congress highlights are hosted. The publications on the
website are written and curated by medical writers in a generally informal style,



Fig. 2. Screenshot of the Progress in Mind platform’s graphic SUI on the left side and
its chatbot SUI on the right side

and the content is aimed at healthcare practitioners and academics in the field.
Users can filter content by diseases or types of publications or use free-text
queries to search across the database.

The company’s goal is to transform the platform into a go-to resource cen-
ter for healthcare professionals of psychology and neurology. Therefore, they are
experimenting with new ways to make the content more accessible and interac-
tive – which led to the development of a chatbot. This chatbot interface is an
auxiliary tool for the website search and uses a conversational modality to help
users search the database, presenting search results in a chat window (Figure 2).
This conversational style is aimed to improve interactivity, which, as Lundbeck
anticipates, will lead to greater user engagement and promote the usage of the
platform. As Sundar et al. [30] have shown, delivering online content in a dialog-
like manner can lead to improved interactivity and, in turn, a greater level of
engagement.

To gather an adequate amount of information from users, each user interacted
with an interface twice, completing two tasks with each interface – therefore, a
total of four different tasks were defined which got randomized across the two
interfaces for every participant. This is to account for learning effects, as users
might initially focus on getting to know the system and concentrate less on the
search task.

Task design During each task, the basic goal of the user was to list three
diseases that have a connection to the topic of the given task. Tasks were of low-
intermediate cognitive complexity, corresponding to the "Understand" category
following Kelly et al.’s task classification [17]. These tasks “require the searcher
to provide an exhaustive list of items” by identifying “a list or factors in an



information source and possibly compile the list from multiple sources if a single
list cannot be found” [17].

The topics of the four tasks were: sleep disturbance, cognitive impairment,
biomarkers and mobile health. Tasks have been formulated as "simulated work
tasks" according to Borlund [3] the following way: "You have a friend who needs
help with a school project where he needs to explore [topic]. He asks you to
send him some easy-to-understand material about the topic, so you decide to
use the Progress in Mind platform to search for resources. Use the [search inter-
face] to search for publications and find at least 3 diseases that may be linked
to [topic]/where [topic] can be applied. When you read a publication, please
also decide whether or not you would send it to your friend to help him in his
project.".

Measurements and data collection Engagement was measured using the
User Engagement Scale - Short Form (UES-SF), developed by O’Brien et. al
[21]. It contains 12 items, grouped into four categories: Focused Attention (FA),
Perceived Usability (PU), Aesthetic Appeal (AE), and Reward (RW). The par-
ticipants had to fill out the UES-SF form each time after a task was completed.

Usability was broken up into three constituents according to the ISO 9241-
11:2018 standard [14], and measured using various behavioral measures:

– Task time (how much time the participant spent on a task) that measures
efficiency;

– Task success (whether the participant successfully completed the task or not)
that measures effectiveness; and

– Preference (which interface was preferred by the participant for the given
task) that measures satisfaction.

Moreover, we collected search behavior related measures: the number of
viewed results and the number of submitted queries. Differences in search be-
havior across the two interfaces were assessed, as search behavior can have an
effect on user engagement [22]. Finally, data about the general user experience
was gathered via qualitative think-aloud comments recorded during the experi-
ment and an exit questionnaire, where participants were asked to list their most
positive and negative experiences during their interaction.

4 Results

A total of 10 participants were recruited through snowball sampling, 8 female and
2 male, all had Hungarian as their native language, but were fluent in English.
Their age ranged from 22 to 32 with a mean age of 24,5 years. The participants
were highly educated as each participant had at least an undergraduate degree.
Almost all participants reported that they never used chatbots or only once or
twice in their life; one participant used chatbots more than once a month for
booking flights and as online shopping assistance. During the exit questionnaire,



Fig. 3. Distribution of the average UES scores for the chatbot and the website SUI.
The ’x’ in the boxplot denotes the mean.

9 participants reported that they would use the website for searching across the
collection, and only one participant said that she/he would prefer to use the
chatbot. On average, an entire experiment was 60 minutes long with a minimum
length of 39 minutes and a maximum of 73 minutes.

4.1 User engagement

The first part of the analysis focused on understanding how the independent
variable, the search interface, influenced user engagement, the dependent vari-
able. According to Figure 3, most UES scores lie in the upper half of the scale,
which suggests that the majority of participants were engaged throughout the
study. Comparing the average UES scores of the chatbot (M = 4.65, SD = 1.05)
and the website’s (M = 4.83, SD = 1.12) via a Student’s t-test, we did not find
a statistically significant difference between the two interfaces (t(9) = −0.4,

Fig. 4. Distribution of the average UES scores for the chatbot and the website SUI.



Fig. 5. Summary of behavioral measures per interface: task time (left), number of
queries submitted (middle), and number of results viewed (right).

p = 0.69). Moreover, the mean UES score of the chatbot was slightly lower than
the website’s. As we did not find substantial evidence to say that the usage of the
chatbot results in higher user engagement, we can not reject the null hypothesis
(H0).

In order to investigate whether the type of interface influenced any specific
aspect of engagement, the UES scores have been broken down to subscales.
Figure 4 shows the mean subscale scores per interface. No significant difference
was found between the two interfaces in terms of subscale scores. The website SUI
outperformed the chatbot interface in all but one aspect: Aesthetic Appeal (AE),
where the chatbot got a 0.2 points higher score. The largest difference between
the two interfaces can be observed in Perceived Usability (PU), where the website
(M = 5.6, SD = 1.19) outperformed the chatbot (M = 5, SD = 1.34) by more
than half a point. Both interfaces received a relatively low score for focused
attention (FA). Reward (RW) received the second-highest scores after PU, with
only a slight difference between the two interfaces.

4.2 Behavioral measures

Behavioral measures were analyzed (Figure 5) to see how the two interfaces
compare in terms of task performance. On average, participants took more time
(approximately 2 more minutes) to complete the tasks with the chatbot com-
pared to the website, which indicates a lower efficiency within the chatbot. Re-
garding task success, there were three instances where the user was not able to
successfully complete the task, each time while using the chatbot. In these cases,
time until task abandonment was measured instead of time to completion. Users
submitted on average almost 1.5 times more queries when using the chatbot (see
Figure 5 left). The number of viewed results, shown in Figure 5 right, was ap-
proximately equal across the two interfaces, with chatbot users viewing slightly
more results than website users. No statistically significant difference was found
between the two interfaces in terms of any behavioral measures.



Table 1. Pearson-product moment correlations between behavioral metrics and the
mean UES subscale scores and the mean UES score per interface.

Symbol * denotes significant r values (p < .05). Coloring represent the strength of the
correlation, where white color represents very weak correlation (|r| < .19), and the
darkening colors represents weak (.2 < |r| < .39), moderate (.4 < |r| < .59), and

strong (|r| > .6) correlation.

In order to see whether there is any correlation between behavioral mea-
sures and user engagement, the Pearson-product moment correlations have been
calculated between the behavioral measures and the UES scores (Table 1). Cor-
relations are almost exclusively negative, apart from three cases, which means
that task time, number of submitted queries and number of results viewed elicit
lower UES scores. Significant correlations have been found between website RW
score and number of results viewed, and chatbot FA score and the number of
results viewed. Behavioral metrics have overall stronger correlations with UES
scores in the case of the website, and weaker correlations in the case of the
chatbot.

4.3 Thematic analysis

This section details the themes that emerged from the thematic analysis, a qual-
itative data analysis method. Our approach for conducting the thematic analysis
followed the recommendations by Braun and Clarke [4]. The analysis was con-
ducted in a deductive manner, meaning that it was built around two encompass-
ing themes that dictated which participant remarks can be considered relevant:
usability and search behavior. Usability strongly ties to the research question of
the study, while remarks about search behavior can both highlight differences in
engagement [22] or explain usability-related issues. The think-aloud protocol and
the post-study questionnaire were selectively transcribed – only quotes pertain-
ing to the preliminary themes were written up, not the entirety of the interview.
A researcher scrutinized the transcripts to find participant quotes pertaining to
usability issues (or good usability practices) and quotes that describe or explain
search behaviors. Quotes were codified as short sentences, and similar codes



were collated into sub-themes for easier overviewability. Table 2 summarizes the
themes, sub-themes and codes that emerged from the qualitative data.

Table 2. Thematic analysis table

Usability The majority of remarks about usability concerned the visual struc-
ture of the user interface, highlighting the differences between the SUI of the
website and the chatbot. The main issue seemed to be the relatively small size
of the chatbot window, which caused all navigational elements to be placed
closely together. One user remarked how “the [chat] window was too small, and



you had to click this small right-arrow which was annoying”, reflecting on the
difficulty to navigate between results.

Apart from navigational problems, the small chatbot window also hindered
the relevance assessment of results. Almost all users noted the inadequacy of the
chatbot to display several results at once, which, as one participant noted, “was
weird because I couldn’t have as much of an overview”. In contrast, “the website
was better because it showed the results below one another and I could overview
them more easily”.

Another negative aspect of the chatbot was the slow response time, as “that 3
seconds waiting was strange. It took some time to react”. In contrast, the website
was “faster [compared to the chatbot] and I didn’t have to wait for an answer”,
as one participant remarked.

Users had ambiguous feelings towards the visual style of the platform, as some
pointed out that it “was quite dull and colorless”. Interestingly, one participant
remarked positively about the poor visual appeal of the website, as “for some
reason, it’s important to me that if something [deals with] scientific [material],
it should look a bit lame. This website looked trustworthy for me [...] because
of this”. Apart from visual aesthetics, the sound the chatbot made every time
it sent a message was found to be "weird and annoying" by two participants,
whereas one participant expressed their fondness of it.

Participants also made comments about the chatbot’s utility. Users who tried
to communicate with the chatbot with complete sentences realized that the
chatbot is not capable of handling complex inputs, therefore all resorted to
keyword inputs (discussed in the next theme).

Some participants were skeptical about the chatbot’s overall usefulness and
articulated that they “would not even think about using the chatbot for search-
ing”. One reason behind the doubtful disposition was the lack of faith in conversa-
tional technology: one participant shared his/her negative experiences with voice
assistants “which made it clear that I don’t want to use them again”. Another
participant reflected that “using [chatbots] only makes sense if you’re talking to
a real human”.

Search behavior Throughout their search, users demonstrated various tactics
to choose which results to click and to assess whether the content they are
reading is relevant for them or not. Most of the participants could be observed
scanning the metadata in the search snippets for relevant keywords using either
the title, topical tags, or query highlights – which was a fairly limited tactic in
the chatbot. Users were missing the rich metadata from the chatbot snippets,
because in the website SUI “you could see above the titles the diseases the article
is about [...] whereas the chatbot does not display these keywords”.

Apart from relying on keywords, another tactic of assessing relevance was
relying on their own knowledge. Users would collate the information they read
with their own knowledge to assess the relevance of the result, e.g. “this one shows
major depressive disorder, which makes sense as that [and cognitive impairment]
go hand in hand”. Some participants expressed a certain level of confusion when



they met with information which seemingly contradicted their former knowledge,
with comments like “based on what the article states, I would not connect it [to
the disease] but I know [by myself] that they are related”.

More than half of the subjects expressed their frustration that the system
does not provide adequate search functionality. The biggest issue was the lack
of filtering and faceting options as there are “no options in the search bar to
filter, like which source is it from, [or] when was it published”. One participant
remarked positively that the chatbot provides at least some level of categorical
browsing, saying that “I really liked at the beginning that it asked whether I
want to read articles or listen to podcast”.

In terms of query formulations, users almost exclusively resorted to keyword-
based search, usually using the task topic as the query (e.g. "cognitive impair-
ment") – even within the chatbot, despite its conversational interaction. One
reason behind this could be that, as one participant stated, “the chatbot phrased
the question in a way that it didn’t even occur to me to reply in full sentences”.
The chatbot phrased its welcome message as “type what you are looking for”,
which the users might have interpreted as a prompt for a keyword or search
phrase. Nevertheless, users liked that “it was enough to write keywords and you
got all types of publications”.

Three participants raised the issue of search transparency – saying that “it
wasn’t really clear to me how [the chatbot] selects those articles”. One participant
even remarked about this distrust, saying that “I had a bit of distrust in me
about whether [the platform] actually shows me the relevant results”. This issue
was even more relevant in the chatbot, where only a limited number of results
were displayed. Users “didn’t really know how to expand the number of results”,
and one participant mentioned that they were curious how those articles were
selected, as they “couldn’t really see any pattern in it”.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Based on our research question, we discuss our findings in two section: (1) How
does the type of interface influence user engagement and (2) What role did
usability play during the experiment? The identified usability problems can also
be interpreted as design recommendations as they represent issues in human-
chatbot interaction that should be avoided, especially in the context of IR tasks.

5.1 How does the type of interface influence engagement?

The analysis revealed that using the chatbot for searching does not lead to
greater engagement – the null hypothesis could not be rejected. In fact, the
chatbot underperformed in all but one aspect of engagement, aesthetic appeal
(AE). According to the thematic analysis, the aesthetics of the interface seems
to be of a subjective matter, as a stylistic choice can elicit both negative and
positive reactions from participants. Therefore, the reason behind the higher AE
score may be attributed simply to the novelty of the interface – the chatbot might



have grabbed the users’ visual attention because of its unique way of searching,
which might have resulted in an initial interest and a more favorable AE score.
Still, the attractiveness of the interface was not enough to counterbalance the
other aspects the interface was lacking – especially perceived usability (PU),
which is going to be discussed separately.

Interestingly, both interfaces received a relatively low score for focused atten-
tion (FA), which suggests that neither interface managed to hold the attention of
the participants to such an extent which could have led to deep involvement. The
reason behind the low scores could be that the protocol of the experiment gave
little room for substantial immersion: the Understand type tasks we used did
not require high-level cognitive processing, only identifying and compiling infor-
mation [17]. The online format of the experiment might have also played a role,
as participants’ focus could be easily disrupted by their external environment
– which prevented them from being absorbed in the experience. The chatbot’s
slightly lower FA score could be due to its slow response time, which partici-
pants occasionally commented about. Participants might find it self-evident that
search systems are generally quick to respond (like Google), thus the chatbot
with such a response delay (approximately 2 seconds) may seem sluggish and it
can interrupt the user’s flow of thoughts [20].

Reward (RW) received the second-highest average score among the subscales
with only a small score difference between the two interfaces, which indicates
that participants usually found their search experience interesting, worthwhile,
and rewarding – regardless of the platform. This highlights the importance of
the content, which – interface-independently – enhanced the reward factor of
using the platform. Observations also reinforce this assumption, as many partic-
ipants made sporadic comments about the platform’s interesting content (e.g.
"the content is [extremely] good. . . the articles were great and contained relevant
information").

Regarding the behavioral measures, participants were less efficient in their
tasks when using the chatbot, with higher task times, more queries sent, and
more results clicked. The almost exclusively negative correlations between the
UES scores and the behavioral measures also show that a higher “interaction
cost” leads to lower engagement (see Table 1). This is in accordance with O’Brien,
Arguello and Capras’ [22] results, who found that a higher task effort correlates
negatively with engagement. Edwards and Kelly [10] also found that increased
search behaviors signify frustration, rather than engagement. The number of
viewed results seems to be a good indicator of low engagement. Participants
who clicked on a large number of results might have experienced impatience and
frustration, which led to lower engagement. In the case of the website, the time
that users spend on a task seems to be a good indicator of low engagement, with
correlations ranging from moderate to high. However, in the case of the chatbot,
only PU had a moderate negative correlation with task time. Sauro and Lewis
[28] draw similar conclusions. They interpret higher task times as an indicator
of poor usability. The number of query submissions was not shown to be a good
indicator of engagement as correlations were either weak or very weak.



5.2 What role does usability play in engagement?

Quantitative data did not show any significant differences between behavioral
measures. Nevertheless, (1) the chatbot elicited higher task times (related to
efficiency), (2) the preference data shows a higher satisfaction in the case of the
website, and (3) task success (related to effectiveness) also shows that users were
slightly more successful in completing their tasks with the website. Considering
all three aspects of usability, the website SUI performed better compared to
the chatbot. The thematic analysis also revealed that participants found the
chatbot less user-friendly than the website SUI. The greatest problem of the
chatbot is the limited amount of information it displays due to its small size.
Though a horizontally scrollable result list needs less effort to navigate through
compared to vertical scrolling, in exchange of displaying the results in a compact
area the possibility for an overview is greatly impaired – and since this issue was
mentioned by almost all users, it might be the greatest contributor to the reduced
PU score of the system. The lack of overview ties closely to Shneiderman’s Visual
Information Seeking Mantra, which stipulates that a system must first provide
the user a proper overview of the collection, before zooming in on items of interest
and providing details on demand [29]. The chatbot violated this mantra as users
could only see one result at a time.

Result presentation in the chatbot also omitted certain metadata, which
made assessing their relevance even more difficult. The lack of metadata and
sorting functions also made users question how the chatbot chose which results
to display. Jackson et al. [16] raised this issue of lack of search transparency,
stating that a search system should provide information according to which cri-
teria the results are ranked, otherwise users become “instinctively distrustful of
any mechanism they don’t understand” [16].

Lack of filtering and faceting also impaired search efficiency for both in-
terfaces. Although the chatbot does provide faceted browsing to some extent,
accessing it is not straightforward, and none of the users managed to figure out
how to search within facets. Topical tags are also accessible for each article, but
they are not integrated enough in the search system and not salient enough so
that users could find them easily. The possibility of issuing phrase-search or us-
ing search operators was also not communicated effectively. The system seems
to provide more utility to experienced searchers who are already familiar with
the platform and who can leverage the system’s less visible functionalities (e.g.
search operators or tags).

Further indicators of the chatbot’s poor usability are the higher task times
[28], and the lower PU score of the chatbot (see Figure 4). The higher number of
submitted queries and viewed results may also indicate lower search efficiency,
as participants had a harder time finding relevant results with the chatbot.
However, it must be noted that the chatbot displays only a limited number of
items on the SERP, thus users had to submit further queries if they wanted to
see more results. This could be another reason behind the large difference in the
number of query submissions. It must also be noted that, since the chatbot omits
certain metadata and thus makes relevance assessment difficult, users might have



been more inclined to open the result and check the content itself to determine
its relevance – hence the higher number of viewed results. Nevertheless, the
behavioral measures also show that the chatbot required greater effort from the
participants, which translates into poor usability.

The almost exclusive preference for the website SUI shows that users can
hardly recognize any value the chatbot could add to their search process. For
example, a participant commented that “a chatbot can create added value where
social interaction with a human needs to be substituted...and searching is not
a social interaction”. This signifies that the chatbot performs poorly not only
in terms of usability but also utility. However, this stands in contrast to the
chatbot’s fairly high UES score ratings. Possible explanations for this observation
could be biases like social desirability bias which lead participants to rate the
chatbot higher in the UES questionnaires. Our study is limited in the sense
that the chatbot has serious usability issues, which made our main hypothesis
— whether a chatbot could create significantly more user engagement than a
more traditional SUI — difficult to assess. However, it has become clear that
for chatbots to be able to successfully facilitate user engagement and be a real
alternative in information retrieval tasks, flawless usability is an essential quality.
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